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Introduction 

The objectives of this manual is to introduce the concept of Long Term Athlete Development 

(LTAD), identify a few key principles influencing LTAD, briefly  review  growth and development 

of children, identify the difference between chronological age and developmental age and to 

give an example of how to implement a LTAD programme for Golf. 
What is Long Term Athlete Development? 

Long term athlete development (LTAD) describes the life-long athletic performance 

development model. It was originally developed by Istvan Balyi in 1990.  Mr. Bali is originally 

from Hungry but is now based at the National Coaching Institute in British Columbia. He is the 

worldwide expert in LTAD and is a key advisor to many various sporting boards. 

LTAD can be described as a guide that maps out a path of development of athletes from Pre - Puberty to 

Retirement.  The LTAD approach focuses on children performing age appropriate exercises to 
maximize athletic potential. 
 

LTAD progressively gets more complicated and more specialized as the athlete develops and 

reaches the next level of development. Tudor Bompa the father of periodization in Romania 

states that: 

“From early childhood to maturation, people go through several stages of development, which 

includes pre-puberty, puberty, post- puberty and maturation. For each development stage 

there is a corresponding phase of athletic training.”(TPI) 

This manual will focus on how we can apply LTAD to golf coaching. 

Why do kids like to play golf? 

For us to develop an efficient junior coaching programme we have to ask ourselves; why do kids 

want to play golf? 

Here are some of the reasons.  

 Because it is fun                                                            

 They can play with friends 

 They fit in 

 It feels good 

 They can do something they are good at 



 

 

These needs of children should guide us on the philosophy we need to develop junior 

programmes. 

The Philosophy of a Junior Golf School 

To successfully implement a LTAD golf programme we need a teaching philosophy. The Titleist 

Performance Institute implements a LTAD golf programme and this is their philosophy; it is 

based on the opinions of many leading experts in the field of junior development. 

“A junior golf school needs to develop fundamental movement skills, establish fundamental 

movement patterns, develop sports specific skills, teach golf specific skills, and most 

importantly create a love for the game.”(TPI) 

Junior golf coaches need to instill this love for golf in children. One way of achieving this is by 

thinking more like children when we develop programmes for them. To many junior golf 

schools have been developed with an adult mind-set. 

Now let’s explore a few key principles of LTAD 

 

 

 

 



Key Principles in LTAD 

 10 year rule – Experts in the theory of LTAD believe that it takes 10 years or 10 000 hours of 

training hours to reach elite levels. Below are some examples of experts in their fields that 

although they started early, took 10 years to become elite. 

     

Bobby Fischer                                      Tiger Woods                                  Mozart 

 

 

 FUNdamentals – To become proficient at any sport including golf, children need to master 

the Fundamental Movement Skills (FMS) and Fundamental Sports Skills (FSS). There also has 

to be an emphasis is on having FUN.  

 Transfer of learning – there is transfer of learning, in other word we can do other activities 

that help in the learning of golf. An example is that correctly throwing a ball can improve 

the sequence of a golf swing. 

 Development perspective – We need to understand the difference of developmental age 

and chronological age. 

 Window of opportunity – there are period in children’s development where the learning of 

skill, suppleness, speed, strength and stamina is optimized. It is important to be aware of 

these times. 

 Phases of skills development – The LTAD model breaks down the development of children 

into phases, these phases roughly fall into age groups but again we must be aware of 

developmental age rather than chronological age. 

Stages of Developing a Golfer 

One of the main goals of LTAD is to develop Physical Literacy. Physical literacy allows children 

to move confidently and efficiently in a wide range of physical activities. Learning golf becomes 

much easier if a child is physical literate.  

 



What is physical literacy? 

Fundamental Movement Skills + Fundament Sports Skills = Physical Literacy 

 

Fundamental Movement Skills 

The fundamental movement skills are best developed between 5 – 10 years of age and include: 

 Locomotive skills like running, jumping, dodging and skipping.  

 Stability skills.  

 The ABC’s of athleticism which is namely agility, balance, coordination and speed. 

 Manipulative / object control skills like throwing kicking striking dribbling. 

 Awareness skills such as space awareness and kinetic awareness. 

 

   

              Hopping                                              Throwing                                          Kicking 
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It is really important for children to learn the fundamental movement skills otherwise they will 

miss out on the following opportunities: 

 If children can’t throw – no baseball, softball cricket, bowling, football, rugby, ect. 

 If Children can’t run – no soccer, basketball, football. Soccer, rugby, squash, badminton, 

track and field, ect. 

 If Children can’t catch – no baseball, football, rugby, cricket, basketball, ect. 

 If Children can’t swim – no water polo, diving, swimming, kayaking, sailing, surfing, scuba 

ect 

According to LTAD Experts the reasons for poor fundamental movement skills are: 

 Limited exposure during development phase which is between the ages of 5 until 10. 

 No access to facilities, opportunities, or programs 

 Modern inactive lifestyles 

 Little or no play 

 Ill-informed coaches 

 Overzealous coach 

 Poor coaching style for child 

 Overemphasize competition and winning too early 

 Parents – ill-informed 

 Family influences 

Why is this important for Golf Coaches?  

In order to develop sports and golf skills it is important to have a sound base of fundamental 

movement skills. 

Fundamental Sports Skills  

Fundamental Sports Skills are best developed between the ages of 10 and 13. 

The Golf-Specific Skills that need to be mastered include 

 Putting – Green Reading, Speed Control, Alignment, ect 

 Chipping – Distance Control, Force Control, ect. 

 Full Swing – Grip, Posture, Alignment, Ball Position, Stance, Balance,ect 

 Course Management – Tactics, Club Selection, Risk-Reward, ect 



  

                            Putting                                                       Full Swing 

Other Sport Specific Skills that need to be mastered include 

 Advanced Striking – examples which included Baseball Batting, Cricket Batting, Field Hockey 

Slap Shot, Stick Dribbling 

 Advanced Throwing – examples include Pitching, Football Throwing, Javelin, Discus, Shot, 

Hammer, Basketball Free Throws and Lacrosse 

 Wrist Release Education – examples include Table Tennis, Racquetball, Squash and Frisbee 

Toss. 

 

  

               Advanced Striking                                         Wrist Education 

Again just remember Fundamental Movement Skills + Fundamental Sports Skills = Physical 

Literacy 

The goal is to have physical literacy at the onset of puberty (about 12 or 13 years of age). 



 

 

Early Specialization 

This occurs when too much focus is on golf specific training before peak height velocity (13 or 

14 years of age). Most experts of LTAD in golf discourage early specialization in golf 

They believe that children should be mastering fundament movement skills before they master 

sports specific skills. Children should also participate in numerous other sports as well as golf. 

Early specialization can lead to: 

 Physical imbalances 

 Overuse injuries 

 Early burnout 

 Poor FMS development 

To avoid early specialize we need to be very aware of the development age of children. Let’s 

have a look at this in more detail. 

Developmental age 

All kids grow from toddlers to adolescence with age, but the timing, rate, and amount of their 

development varies dramatically. 

This is why it is important to know the difference between Chronological Age and 

Developmental Age 

 Chronological Age = Number of years and days that have elapsed since birth. 

 Developmental Age = degree of physical, mental, cognitive and emotional maturity.  



In any LTAD programme it is much more important to consider the child’s developmental age 

rather than chronological age 

 

          These boys are all the same age! 

How can you determine  a child’s development age? 

The easiest way is by taking growth velocity measurements.  

Growth velocity is the rate (cm/year) that the child is growing. It is directly linked to the 

development / biological age of athletes and can be used to predict developmental age. 

To calculate growth velocity you need two measurements to start with (TPI recommends taking 
height measurements at two month intervals starting at 6-years old). For example, let’s say we 
have the following two measurements taken on the same year: 
A = 112 cm –taken Jan 1 
B = 125.5 cm – taken Mar 1 
 
Growth Velocity would be B-A x 6 or (125.5 – 125) x 6 = 3cm/year 
 
All children go through many phases of growth velocity; the graph below shows us the pattern. 

Using this graph we can determine a child’s developmental age based on growth velocity. 

  

From LTAD Framework – www.ltad.co 



Windows of trainability 

LTAD experts believe there are sensitive periods or critical times in children’s lives where 

certain skills can be learnt at an accelerated rate. It is a window of opportunity that no coach 

would want to miss. LTAD uses the word trainability. 

LTAD also refers to this as Accelerated Adaptation which refers to “critical” or “sensitive 

periods” in a child’s development that they respond faster to a training stimulus. 

This is due to many factors: 
 Hormonal Influences 

 Strength Development 

 Nervous System Development 

 Muscle Fiber Type Differentiation 

 
The five factors that can be trained are referred to by Balyi and Way as the Five Ss. 
 
The 5 S’s of training are: 
 Stamina (Endurance) 
 Strength 

 Speed 

 Skill 
 Suppleness (Mobility)  

 

All Five S’s Have Windows of Optimal Training periods. 

The Speed window 

 There are 2 speed windows for boys the 1st is from 7-9 years old and the 2nd is from 13-16 

years old. 

 For girls there 2 windows are 1st from 6-8 years old and the second from 11-13 years old. 

Speed is always trainable but declines with age! (Balyi and Way 2005) 

Stamina endurance window 

 Critical Window is the same for boys and girls occurs at or around the onset of peak height 

velocity (PHV) or around 12, 13 and 14. Aerobic capacity is recommended before athletes 

reach PHV and aerobic power should be introduced progressively after growth rate 

decelerates. 

 



Strength window 

 Critical window for boys is 12-18 months after PHV. 

 The window for Girls is, immediately after PHV or at onset of menarche 

Skill window 

 The critical Windows for Boys is between 9-12 years old 

 For girls the window period is between 8-11 years old 

Suppleness / mobility window 

 The critical window period for boys and girls is between 6 – 10 years old and special 

attention should be paid to flexibility during PHV. 

The diagram below shows the growth velocity curve and the windows of trainability. 

 

                                                                    Window’s of Trainability 

 

 

 



The LTAD phases of Development 

 Active Start (0-6 years old) - the objectives of this phase is to learn fundamental 

movements and link them together with play. 

 FUNdamentals (Males 6-9, Females 6-8) – the objectives is to learn the all the fundamental 

movement skills. Experts recommend that participation should be limited to once or twice a 

week in golf school, but three to four times per week in other sports. 

 Learning to Play (Males 9-12, Females 8 – 11) – the objective is to learn the fundamental 

sports skills, start do develop golf-specific skills and narrow participation in organized sports 

to three sports. 

 Train to Play (Males 12-16, Females 11-15) – the objectives are to narrow organized 

participation to 2 sports, build the aerobic base and build strength towards the end of the 

phase. 

 Learn to Compete (Males 16-18, Females 15-17) – the objectives are to focus on 

competition and learning to win. Participation should be limited just to golf. All aspects of 

the game should be addressed. 

 Train to Compete (Males 18-23, Females 17-23) – the objectives are the training to 

competition ratio and competition-specific training ratio now changes to 50:50. Fifty 

percent of available time devoted to the development of technical and course management 

skills and fitness improvements and fifty percent is devoted to competition and competition 

specific training. 

 Train to Excel (males 23-29, Females 23-28) – objectives are training to competition ratio is 

25:75. Focus on goal setting, conditioning and optimal performance. 

 Excel (Ages 23+) – the objectives are to maintain a high level of physical, mental and social 

balance. Be selective when it comes to competition and focus on recovery techniques. 

For more information on the phases of development and the objectives of each phase take 

some time and read from these Websites 

 Royal Canadian Golf Association’s LTPD Guide for Golf in Canada – www.rcga.org 

 Canada Sport for Life – Long Term Athletic Development Framework – www.ltad.org 

  

 

 

 

 

http://www.rcga.org/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



How to implement a LTAD programme: a case study. 

The Titleist Performance Institute (TPI) has a very good version of a long term development 

programme. Let’s have look how it works: 

The FUNdamental Cyclone Ages 5 - 10 

The TPI suggest The FUNdamental Cyclone (TFC) is the ideal format for teaching children in the 

FUNdamental Phase. 

The fundamental cyclone focuses on developing the fundamental movement skills in children. 

Twelve stations can be set up in a circular fashion; you can use fewer stations if you wish. The 

cyclone can be used as follows; all stations should be demonstrated by the instructor. The kids 

should be able to explore the stations and be free to choose the stations that they would like to 

try. 

Here are the 12 stations and activities that can be used in the cyclone. 

 Agility – any games involving speed is good, tag, dodgems, agility ladder and dodge ball 

 Balance – Balance beams, obstacle courses and jungle gyms. 

 Striking – Golf, Snag, Tee ball batting, Cricket and tennis 

 Throwing – tennis ball throws, football throws and Frisbee throws 

 Catching – Catching various sizes of balls 

 Kicking – Kicking soccer or rugby ball. Passing and dribbling a soccer ball. 

 Jumping – Skipping, block jumps and sack races. 

 Locomotion – Skipping, sliding, hopping and running. 

 Visualization / Awareness – Putting, Bowling and Croquet putting 

 Rotation – Medicine ball throws and Hula hoops. 

 Push/Pull – Tug of war, monkey bars and jungle gym activities. 

 Core Strength – Swiss ball activities, plank and bridge. 

 



 

 

   

              Throwing                                       Rotation                                            Jumping 

   

             Striking                                          Balancing                                        Rotation 
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The Titleist Performance Institute recommends “every junior should have to cycle through 

every station. Each station should last five minutes. After each station spend a minute asking 

the juniors questions about the activity just completed or may be demonstrating a new skill at 

one of the stations. If you add a 10- minute warm up, that would equal 81 minutes that should 

leave 9-10 minutes for games and contests at the end. If only 6 stations are used, have the kids 

go around the cyclone two times and vary the activity in each station. This is designed to handle 

up to 24 juniors”. (TPI) 

The ideal would to have 2 junior golfers at each station and one coach per 6 children. It should 

be clear that this age group should focus on fundamental movement skills with a bit of golf 

being introduced in the form of full swings and putts. Dave Benstead Smith describes the 

cyclone as follows. When the children arrive have all the golf equipment out. When the parents 

have left pack up the golf equipment and take out the fun stuff the soccer balls, baseball bats, 

sack racing bags and let the kids have FUN.  

This is a bit of an exaggeration but it highlights two important points that need to be made. The 

first is making the golf programme fun and secondly the need to educate parents of children on 

the benefits of this type of programme. 

The Smash Zone and Advanced Smash Zone for Children from 11 – 15 

The concept is very similar to the cyclone but the skills learnt in the cyclone are made more 

challenging. An example would be that throwing becomes pitching. The skills become more 

challenging and age appropriate. 

Remember also from the discussion of windows of trainability this is the time when there is a 

huge opportunity for juniors to develop skills. As a result more golf skills are included in the 

smash zone; Putting, Chipping, Pitching, Bunkers and full swings. 

Other Sports specific Skills are also practiced during the smash zone and these include: 

 Throwing – Pitching, rugby throws, javelin, discuss hammer and shot 

 Horizontal Striking – Baseball and tennis 

 Ground Based Striking – Hockey slap shop, hockey dribbling, cricket and polo 

 Wrist Release – Frisbee and Ping Pong 

 Upper body Mobility/Stability – Swiss ball and medicine balls 

 Lower body Mobility/ Stability – Swiss ball, medicine ball and lunges 

 ABC’s – Hopping, agility ladder and kicking. 

TPI recommend that; “Every child should have to cycle through every station. Each station 

should last for 7 minutes. After each station you should ask the kids questions about the activity 



they just tried. If you add a 10 minute warm up that would equal 78 minutes. That should leave 

you with 10 – 12 minutes for games and contests throughout the class. If only 5 stations are 

used, have the kids go around the smash zone two times and vary the activity in each station. 

This is designed to handle up to 20 kids.” (TPI) 
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Teaching Golf Skills 

There are basic skills that need to be mastered. 

It is best to break the skills up into themes. 

The 4 main themes that children in the FUNdamental phase need to learn are: 

 Grip 

 Aim 

 Posture 

 Weight transfer 

The important aspects to look for are hand together and touching. I find it very useful to use 

molded and snag grips to teach the correct grip. 

  

                  Hand Touching                              Molded grips help teach the feel of the Grip 

To teach aim you can use visual guides, poles, string and painted lines. The importance of the 

posture needs to be emphasize from a young age, we must encourage an athletic posture 

leaning over from the hips, back straight and knees slightly bent. Use drills such as over the bar 

and T posture to teach this. 

 

 



   

                     Aiming                                       Over the bar                                           T’s 

The weight transfer can be taught in the fundamental stage, weight to the back foot on the 

backswing and to the front foot in the follow through. Ask the juniors to show you the bottom 

of their shoe in the follow through. You can also use step in swings to teach weight transfer. 

   

                Backswing                                Follow Through                Show me the bottom of your shoe 

Other themes include ball position and stance width. 

Remember to make the learning of the swing as fun as possible 

Putting can also be introduced during the FUNdamental stage. Putting themes include green 

reading, path and speed. Below are examples of how to teach these. 

   

        Putting Track                       Green Reading                             Speed Control 

 



Teaching Golf skills to juniors in the learn to play phase 

You need to expand on the skills learnt during the FUNdamental stage. 

The grip needs to be exact and correct. Children can adopt a Vardon or interlocking grip at this 

stage. Make sure they can only see two or three Knuckles on the leading hand. The importance 

of posture, stance and aim needs also to be reinforced constantly during this phase. 

 

  

                                 Grip                                                              Set Up 

At this time children have more coordination of the small muscle therefore concepts such as 

plane, wrist set and release and dynamic posture can be developed. 

   

            Plane Drill                                    Wrist education                             Right Hand Swing 

Short Game must not be ignored during this phase. Coaches can come up with all sorts of 

interesting drills to teach the short game but try place a lot of emphasis on address for chipping 

and pitching. The weight is on the front leg and hands slightly ahead of the ball. 

 



  

                         Chipping – creating Y’s                                         Pitching – creating L’s 

 

Additional factors in developing a junior programme using the principles of LTAD 

 It is advisable to develop fundamental movement skills screens. For example; watch 

children perform movements such as hopping, skipping, sliding, throwing, striking and 

bowling. By doing so you can examine the proficiency of your students. 

 Develop a classification system similar to karate. Karate uses a belt system, TPI use a hat 

system and the Royal Canadian Golf Association Golf uses a series of badges. This reward 

system motivates your students and is a good evaluation tool for the coach. 

 

Karate Belt Classification System                           TPI Hat Classification System 

 Draw up session plans to plan your season.  

 Put together a set of equipment to use for coaching. It does not have to be expensive, most 

of the equipment you can get at a sport store or toy shop. It would include items such as 

balls, bats, hula hoops, cones, Frisbees, and skipping ropes. Just make sure the equipment 

you buy is mobile, durable, safe and fun. 



Conclusion 
 

The Long Term Athlete Development model is a scientific model that is practical and fun to 

implement in any golf school. When teaching children it is important to think like children 

and do activities that are appropriate for their phase of development.  

 

I would like to end with a thought. We as South Africans have produced some wonderful 

golfers in the past, Gary Player, Ernie Els and Retief Goosen and I am convinced it is due to 

our lifestyle. As children these great players were active and playing many types of sport as 

the typical South African boy does. We have always had a long term athlete development 

programme in place even though we did not know it. 

 

Think of all the future golfing stars we will produce now that we understand this theory in 

more detail. Let’s go out and develop champions.  
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